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What are instances when your children’s fighting is likely related to lack of 
stimulation?

When will you talk to them how to recognize and handle boredom?

What are some things they may do instead of bothering their sibling when they are bored? 

What regular time will you have them identify things to do?

REDUCING SIBLING FIGHTING
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Planning Reminders: Keep them engaged
• Identify instances when your children’s fighting is related to lack of stimulation
• Have a discussion about how to recognize and handle “boredom”
• Each week, have them  come up with a list of ideas for the week
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Example Relief Plan - Section 1

What are instances when your children’s fighting is likely related to lack of stimulation?
During the day, especially after lunch they have nothing to do and I’m usually busy 

When will you talk to them how to recognize and handle boredom?
We will talk about it tonight at dinner as a family

What are some things they may do instead of bothering their sibling when they are bored? 
They can jump on the trampoline, build with their connector set, create an obstacle course

What regular time will you have them pick things to do? 
On Sunday nights, we’ll create a list of things to do for the next week during the times when 
they’re fighting more
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When will you spend time with each child? 

2
What are some simple unique rituals for each child?

What are some things you will ask each child to teach you?

REDUCING SIBLING FIGHTING
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Planning Reminder: Make proactive deposits for each child
• Recognize each child’s emotional needs and how siblings are affected by their needs not 
being met
• Deposit into “Significance” by spending individual time, establishing unique rituals and 
asking each child to teach you

Example Relief Plan - Section 2

When will you spend time with each child? 
Max:  Max Time will be Mondays at 4:00
Parker: Parker Time will be Tuesdays at 4:00 
Ollie:  Ollie Time will be Thursdays at 4:00 

What are some simple unique rituals for each child?
Max:  Special routine at bedtime every night
Parker: Make breakfast together on Saturdays when everyone else is asleep
Ollie:  Play (and talk about) chess

What are some things you will ask each child to teach you?
Max:  Where he is in his video game and how he got there 
Parker: What he’s learned recently about bugs 
Ollie:  Who all of the players are on his baseball team and what position each plays
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What is a scenario you would like to address?

What “yuck” is likely causing each child’s behavior?
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How can you proactively reduce each child’s “yuck”?

How can you give each child what they need in the moment?
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Planning Reminder: In the moment, give each child what they need 
• Recognize what “yuck” is under the behavior
• Identify what you will do to reduce “yuck” proactively
• Decide how to address “yuck” in the moment. 
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Example Relief Plan - Section 3

What is a scenario you would like to address?
When my kids fight about who gets to choose the movie we watch 

What “yuck” is likely causing each child’s behavior?
They want to know that we’re listening to all of them…and one of them isn’t the “favorite” 
child 

How can you proactively reduce each child’s “yuck”?
The individual time and rituals identified in step 2

How can you give each child what they need in the moment?
Write down all of their suggestions; don’t take sides and help the kids find solutions when they 
disagree



Scenario to address:

What yuck is likely causing your children’s negative behavior? Address for each 
child

Key Takeaway: Kids’ fighting is a sign of yuck that needs to be addressed

PLAN TO REDUCE SIBLING FIGHTING

How can you reduce each child’s yuck proactively?

How can you give each child what they need in the moment? Address for each 
child
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INSTEAD OF 
SAYING THIS TO YOUR CHILD…

“You don’t need to compete with your 
sister all the time! You’ll both get the 
same thing!”

Tip: Give each child what they need. 

SAY THIS….

“Are you worried that your sister will get 
more of something? Why don’t you tell 
me what YOU need and we’ll see what 
we can do about it.” 

SAY THIS, NOT THAT
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“Why can’t you go 10 minutes in the car 
without fighting?”

“How dare you talk to your brother like 
that. How would you like it if someone 
talked to YOU like that?” 

“You need to learn to share your things! 
Stop being so selfish!” 

“Hey, do you think that together you can 
find ALL of the letters in the alphabet on 
the signs around us… before we get 
home? Once one of you sees a letter, 
you all move on to the next.”

(Said sincerely): I wouldn’t want anyone to 
talk to you like that. 

“Can you let your sister know when 
you’re going to be done with that so she 
can have a turn too?” 
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